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Navy to Perform Same-Sex ‘Marriages’ in Naval Chapels
“Anticipating the elimination of the military ban on homosexuality, the Office of the Chief of Navy Chaplains has decided that same-sex couples in the Navy will 
be able to get married in Navy chapels, and that Navy chaplains will be allowed to perform the ceremonies if homosexual marriage is legal in the state where the 
unions are to be performed.” – This is most definitely a bold fruit of Roman Catholicism that prophecy confirms in Daniel’s book. (See Daniel 11:37) Historic fact is 
also telling on this one when we find Roman soldiers were mostly homosexual. Could it be they truly emulate the Vatican lifestyle where they too have a homosexual 
resort for the soldiers today as well? I’m sure they already have such a place that would make Pompeii proud. After all, Jesus did say homosexuality would be rather 
engrained in society today. May 10 11, 01:05:18

Obama to Allah: Pardon Osama
“The families of those slaughtered by bin Laden, many of whom were Muslims, might not be happy to learn that the Obama administration may have considered it 
“appropriate” to ask Allah to “pardon” al Qaeda’s evil overlord. Or to petition him to not only let him into paradise but give him a nice, big house when he gets there, 
with a better family and wife (wives?).” – Contrary to some SDA pastors belief as well as the media’s suggestion, Allah is not God, and Heaven is not their reward by a 
long shot. Obama’s administration has no choice however but to do as Islam demands because Obama is a Muslim sent to D.C. by the Vatican to make sure all their 
ducks are in a row before enforcing the mark of the beast. Such obvious signs of their agenda as the guillotines on American soil right now cannot hope to come out 
of mothballs unless you ensconce those known for beheading Christians with a well fortified position in D.C. Rome cannot behead Christians unless they place Islam 
as a valid cog within the Halls of Justice. Having Obama a Muslim as well as one that respects and honors Islam is an absolute necessity. May 10 11, 01:05:18

Homosexual Men Report Higher Cancer Rates
“A large study in California released on Monday found that cancer may be nearly twice as prevalent among gay men as among straight men.” – Just as AIDS is 11 
times greater in the Roman Catholic priesthood, cancer is bound to be prevalent with homosexuals. Not as extreme of course, because, as I see it, the priests claim 
to be doing God’s work, but obviously embrace Satan’s doctrines instead, hence the greater judgment? After all, Romans 1:18 does say, “For the wrath of God is 
revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness;” Still, pray for those stricken in the flesh for em-
bracing those things of the flesh. They too deserve salvation. Sin is sin no matter what the vice may be. Homosexuals are no more sinful than adulterers, murderers, 
or simple liars as in God’s eyes, all are sinners in need of a Saviour. May 10 11, 01:05:18

Muslim-Christian Clashes in Cairo Kill 12, Injure Hundreds
“Muslim mobs set two Cairo churches on fire overnight during sectarian clashes that left 12 dead and more than 200 injured. The deepening religious violence in 
military-ruled Egypt exacerbated an already chaotic and lawless transition to democracy.” – The headline makes it look like Christians are fighting Muslims and vise 
versa, when in fact it’s just Muslims killing Christians. That being said, why does an SDA author Steven Dickie proclaim the Muslims are prophesied to be our protec-
tors and why does SDA pastor Dwight Nelson proclaim Allah is the God of the SDA church? It’s because Satan knows his time is short. May 09 11, 01:05:54

ABC planning TV show, ‘Good Christian B----es’
“Disney-owned ABC Studios has stirred up a hornet’s nest over plans to debut a new television series this fall tentatively titled “Good Christian B----es.” Based on 
the book of the same name by author Kim Gatlin, the TV series is being made by the reportedly homosexual executive producer Darren Star, Emmy-winning creator 
of a several steamy TV hits, including “Melrose Place,” “Beverly Hills, 90210” and “Sex and the City.” – The fact these wicked producers that create vulgar and 
evil TV series is doing this proves they aren’t planning to use real Christians in this series. It will be used to belittle Christ and His followers. But then, that too was 
prophesied. In any event, this is just one more reason to get the TV out of the home! May 09 11, 01:05:54

Hawaii detective charges: “Birth certifi cate” a fraud“
A private investigator claims employees of the state Department of Health forged three Hawaiian birth certificates for Barack Obama to “screw with birthers.” ...The 
57-year-old detective, who has been a P.I. since the 1980s, said he was stunned when he discovered that the purported copy of Obama’s original birth certificate 
released by the White House was more or less an exact image of one of the forgeries.” – It’s good to see that I’m not the only one that believes the BC was an “in 
your face” political move of Obama to ruffle the feathers of all those that know it’s a forgery. Sadly, some Muslims hate Christians so much they will do anything to 
taunt them. The only reason Obama, who is a proven Muslim, is still in office illegally is because they know some Americans don’t care if he’s there illegally. On top 
of that, many politicians have very expensive deals in the works thanks to Obama’s signature and they 
aren’t about to dump all their profits on a mere “technicality” as they see it. Historic fact is, this is how 
Rome always works behind closed doors when infiltrating a nation. They make the man they place on 
top so important to the profits of the rich that no matter how evil he gets, they need him to stay in to 
make money. Even if there’s rock hard evidence to prove he is evil and should be removed, their love 
of money supersedes all that. As prophesied, they hoard their riches for the last days. So be it. Even if 
they become trillionaires, they cannot stop the return of our Lord. May 09 11, 01:05:54 

Herbal Remedies Banned as new EU Rules Take Effect
“New EU rules came into force at the weekend banning hundreds of herbal remedies. The laws are 
aimed at protecting consumers from potentially damaging “traditional” medicines.” – These “traditional” 
medicines they’re talking about are the only thing that truly heals people. And the doctors with power 
know it. This is why they are banning them. The AMA here in the States tried to sue one “real” doctor 
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years ago. Three times they lost their case when the doctor proved before the court he actually did heal people of cancer and other diseases the AMA said were 
incurable. The AMA as well as other government subsidized “health” industries know the natural methods work to heal permanently. But they don’t want to lose bil-
lions in profits when their customers stop taking their drugs. So, they grease the palms of politicians that worship money to get unjust laws passed just as prophecy 
predicted. May 08 11, 01:05:37

Christian Weatherman Fired for his Faith
“KERO’s chief meteorologist Jack Church is no longer with the station and the veteran weathercaster says that he was fired after he objected to the ABC-affiliate’s 
airing of a story on local strip clubs.” – They wanted to air the story to let the people know that strip clubs do well in a down economy. That is always the case histori-
cally speaking. When the people are suffering, they usually turn to immoral entertainment for happiness, and it appears the media is pushing them in that direction. 
The weatherman refused to be present in the studio when they aired this because as a Christian he couldn’t condone it. So they fired him. By the way, this is going to 
be more and more common as the economy gets worse. Satan always makes sin appear “fun” when times are tough. Is this why Sears recently tried to sell x-rated 
porn on their website? It’s getting just as bad as in the “days of Noah” isn’t it? May 08 11, 01:05:37

Osama Kill Proves Pakistan is Core of World’s Terrorism
“The U.S. assassination of Osama bin Laden in the middle of Pakistan has shown the world that Pakistan remains the heart of serious terrorist groups...”  – As many 
of you already know, I don’t buy this story of Obama getting Osama one bit. It’s no different than any other pre-election political ploy to gain votes. And this one is 
especially telling as Obama is failing miserably in the polls. Rome has had the “Osama kill” up their sleeves as early as December of 2001. They knew if they ever 
had a president that was so unpopular they could use it to bolster his image. Just like Bush’s “October surprise” they needed to announce a “kill” to gain a second 
term. With this “kill” they can now plan any false flag attack they want from this day forward. Truth is, another 911 will get them closer to Rome’s planned agenda and 
they know it. Better yet, if it’s nuclear they will be able to escalate their plans in ways that will catch almost everyone off guard. Except of course those of us that know 
of their prophesied speed factor. Have you noticed by the way? They placed Pakistan in the mix on this one. Why? They are the only Muslim nation with terrorist ties 
that also has nuclear weapons. Whatever they’re planning, it’s going to affect every soul on earth. That much is sure. Will it be a global thermonuclear war? No, for 
it is Christ that destroys the planet when He returns, not man. Will it be a limited exchange? Time will tell. May 08 11, 01:05:37

Infanticide Common in Roman Empire
“Infanticide, the killing of unwanted babies, was common throughout the Roman Empire and other parts of the ancient world, according to a new study.”  – Just one 
more feather in the cap of Roman Catholicism. Just as we saw torture become the norm in American politics after Rome gained control of Washington D.C., we also 
saw as the Vatican became more and more ensconced in leadership positions in American politics, the other inevitable fruit of Rome popped up as well. Abortion. Yes, 
they will shout abortion is evil from all their churches, but then they said the same thing about the Inquisition, Hitler, child molestation, and a host of other atrocities 
they have now been proven to be the true culprits of all along. In fact, many Roman Catholic hospitals have been caught performing “infanticide” for decades. Yes, 
History repeats itself. Especially when it comes to Satan’s successful methods of control. May 08 11, 02:05:43

SA Priest Arrested for Stealing Baby Milk
“A 67-year-old South African priest has been arrested for allegedly selling baby formula meant to be given free to underprivileged children.” – As I’ve researched 
Roman Catholic priests over the last 3 decades, I have found that there is literally no crime they will not commit. Still, there are over a billion Roman Catholics happily 
attending mass each week. Why? The main doctrine of Rome is that you can be saved in your sins, rather than from them. So of course, the leaders in the church 
will have a problem with sin in general. May 06 11, 12:05:45

America Doomed to Suffer Obamacare?
“Outrage over the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, commonly called “Obamacare,” gave rise the tea-party movement and fueled a historic cleaning out of 
Congress in 2010, but new poll data shows the fervor is fading, as fewer and fewer Americans demand the controversial health-care reform’s repeal.” – Did we not 
see this coming? Politicians know how well the chemtrails, fluoride, and food additives weaken the memories and build up complacency just as well as Hitler knew 
fluoride worked in concentrations camps. If the people revolt on any given agenda, just wait them out. They’re bound to forget all about it. Prophecy said unjust laws 
will be passed, and Satan knows exactly how to work his subjects to that end. May 06 11, 12:05:44

Katy Perry: Christian Upbringing Ruined Her Childhood!?
“Singer Katy Perry says she left her strict religious upbringing behind her after evangelical-minister parents left her without “a childhood.”  – This is just one more 
attack on Christianity so as to make it appear undesirable to those that look up to Hollywood starlets as role models. Absolutely every avenue of society has now 
stated in writing that Christianity is unacceptable in one way or another. Yet, Christ still reigns and His people still stand firm regardless! Soon the overwhelming 
majority of people on this planet will have one or more reasons to dislike or even hate Christians in the coming days. Satan needs to keep the flames of hatred burn-
ing so as to have an easy go of it when he convinces the courts and churches that it’s acceptable to kill Christians. So more and more immorality and hatred of those 
that are moral will become the norm. After all, Jesus did say it will be as in the days of Noah when He returns. May 05 11, 02:05:34

BP to Restart Gulf Drilling
“BP expects to be back drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, where a rig explosion killed 11 men and caused the biggest offshore oil spill in US history, in the second half of 
this year.” – Now that they know they can use Corexit to cause the oil to sink and “disappear” before our eyes, they figure drilling is ok. Problem is, Corexit is more 
toxic than the oil. Worse yet, the oil never goes away. It just sinks under the surface to continue killing fish worldwide. Stupidity like this makes it easier to see that 
yes, Jesus will be returning soon. After all, He did say He would come back to “...destroy them which destroy the earth.” -Revelation 11:18 Apr 29 11, 12:04:24

Judge Threatens Jail in Homeschool Case
“A judge who was demanding for his own use, the names and addresses of all the homeschool students and their parents in his Mississippi judicial district threatened 
school officials with jail if they didn’t give him what he wanted.” – One can only image what this judge wants all those names for. As far as I can see, just because 
he’s a judge, doesn’t make him a law maker, so... why comply? Apr 29 11, 12:04:24

New Faces of Childhood
“America’s child population grew more far diverse over the past decade as a decline in the ranks of white children was offset by surging growth of Asians and 
Hispanics.” – As we know, the overwhelming majority of Hispanic people are in fact Roman Catholic. Now that we have an upsurge in Hispanic and Asian births in 
the country, it was only natural that Rome would force Bush back then to open the borders for Mexico to allow for an influx of Roman Catholic Hispanics today. What 
they fail to realize is, most Hispanics are zealous when it comes to their faith. And my experience has shown that when they are given a chance to see the real truth 
regarding their church, they quickly leave it. So get to work my brothers and sisters. Rome is making it easier for us by bringing many of her flock into arms reach of 
our flock. After all, prophecy does say many will come to the Truth by our efforts during the loud cry. So, cry we must. Apr 29 11, 12:04:24

Dozens of Tornadoes Kill 201 in 6 Southern States
“Dozens of tornadoes spawned by a powerful storm system wiped out neighborhoods across a wide swath of the South, killing at least 201 people in the deadliest 
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outbreak in nearly 40 years, and officials said Thursday they expected the death toll to rise.” – I’ve been living in a tornado region my entire life and never have I 
heard of this much destruction and these many killed! So where they’re getting their “40 year” stat from is any man’s guess. All I know is this is not normal. However, 
this is most assuredly prophetic fulfillment when it comes to the increase in calamities! Apr 28 11, 02:04:29

Church Touts Homosexuality as a Gift, Not a Sin
“Being gay is a gift from God, asserts one church in Ohio That’s the message that Central United Methodist Church is spreading throughout their community via a 
digital billboard, launched on Monday. ...Why would God bestow this ‘gift’ only to condemn it throughout the Bible? This would seemingly contradict His character as 
a God who is loving and just.” – When people refuse to read their Bible, wolves in sheep’s clothing like this will be believed by many. As prophecy dictates, Jesus did 
say in the last days right before He returns homosexuality will be the norm. Need I say more? Apr 28 11, 02:04:29

The Holy Crash
“There’s a small diocese that’s troubled pope Benedict XVI’s sleep over the past few weeks. A church that holds a secret that could ruin the Vatican. ...the fact is 
that the little church and the companies it controls were able to accumulate a mind-boggling 800 million euro debt. A bottomless pit that nobody at present is able to 
fill. The red ink is equal to 2% of Slovenia’s total GDP and, by way of comparison, is three times the income registered for the Vatican’s latest balance sheet. ...The 
competent hierarchies begin to smell smoke and request details from the apostolic nuncio in Slovenia. The Pope’s ambassador intuits that behind the porn films 
diffused by the priests’ TV to beat the competition there’s more; whispers start to circulate about liabilities in the millions and insane investments.” – I don’t expect 
the Vatican will be ruined because they invested in pornography. How do I know this? First of all, prophecy does say most people will be immoral in our day, wherein 
things like this are no big thing. Secondly, Catholics still continue to support the Vatican as we speak in the midst of their ongoing child porn / rape scandals. So no, 
Rome will continue until the Lord Himself causes “smoke of her burning” in the near future. Apr 28 11, 02:04:28

Pope John Paul’s Blood to go on Display at Vatican
“A phial filled with the blood of the late pope John Paul II will go on display at his beatification on Sunday and become available for veneration by the faithful.” 
– ”Veneration by the faithful” literally means they will worship his blood in the same way they worship his statue. Now do you see why there are so many homo-
sexual Catholic priests? It’s the clearly prophesied end result of worshipping the creature above the Creator. Romans 1:24-25 says, “Wherefore God also gave 
them up to uncleanness through the lusts of their own hearts, to dishonor their own bodies between themselves: Who changed the truth of God into a lie, and 
worshipped and served the creature more than the Creator, who is blessed for ever. Amen.” So be it! Apr 28 11, 13:48:59

Thermal Cameras Show Too Much?
FYI: “Boston officials had hoped to have aerial and street-level photos taken across about four square miles of the city this winter using infrared cameras that would 
show heat loss in the city homes. Officials planned on sharing the photos and analysis with homeowners, and were hoping the findings would increase enrollment in 
efficiency programs and also create business opportunities.” – It’s obvious the officials had no idea of what they had here at first. Had a private business walked up 
to the homes to demonstrate their technology, the people may have gone for it as they did in some of the rural areas. Having local officials do it without permission 
not only made the people uneasy, it proved they have the power to look into your homes whenever they wish. Apr 27 11, 12:59:40

License, Registration and Phone, Please
“Imagine you’re traveling on a roadway and you’re pulled over by a uniformed patrolman because your tail light is out. The patrolman demands you hand over your 
license, registration and mobile phone, which he then attaches to a device that copies all your information: photos, videos, address book contacts, call log, text 
messages, even your GPS tags. A violation of your 4th Amendment right to privacy and protection from unreasonable search and seizure? In Michigan, the State 
Police have been downloading information from cell phones of those they’ve detained or arrested using a device called the CelleBrite UFED. Within 90 seconds, it 
defeats your password and can grab info off 3,000 phone models, including the iPhone.” –Two prophetic events fulfilled in one fell swoop! #1, this is an unjust law! 
#2, The Unites States Constitution has been made null and void. Apr 26 11, 12:06:47

Obama Wants More ‘Death Panel’ Power
“What they’ll say is, well, you know what, that will never work because it’s government imposed and it’s bureaucracy and it’s government takeover and there are death 
panels,” the president said. “I still don’t entirely understand the whole ‘death panel’ concept. But I guess what they’re saying is somehow some remote bureaucrat will 
be deciding your health care for you.” – As we get closer to the end, and as the signs start to follow God’s people, the AMA will make it so easy to see God’s hand 
glorified when they refuse care to the terminally ill so as to save a few dollars. Those dear souls will then be moved to seek our real Christians that can help them 
just as they did in the days of the former rain. That being said, if you want to be used of God in a mighty way in the coming days, then my advice to you is to study 
His Word each and every day so as learn what His will is for you and those He sends your way at any given moment. Apr 26 11, 12:06:47

Holy Fire Appears in Jerusalem
“The Holy Fire appeared at the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem while thousands of Orthodox Christian worshippers were waiting for the miracle to come. 
A divine flame that is lit every year at the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem on the day preceding Orthodox Easter is believed by Orthodox Christians to be 
a miracle.” – If you don’t read your bibles, as most Orthodox Catholics don’t, then demonic apparitions like this will be seen as miracles. Expect more and more of 
this type of demonic activity in the days ahead as we get closer to the end and our precious Lord’s return. Prophecy does say Satan will be more “graphic” towards 
the end, and this proves yet again that Christian prophecy is so amazing! Apr 25 11, 13:44:10

Second Coming Could Be High-Tech: US Evangelist
“US evangelist Franklin Graham thinks the second coming of Jesus Christ could be a social media event captured by millions of mobile phones.” – When Jesus 
comes mountains will be shaking like reeds in the wind, global earthquakes will be shaking every inch of the ground, the sea will literally be boiling and spewing out 
massive boulders miles inland, and every volcano will be erupting in a way never before seen by mortal man! With all that happening, who is going to have time, or 
even the desire to grab their cell phones to take pictures? Absolutely everyone that is not ascending to meet Christ in the clouds will be dying all over the planet from 
all that’s happening including the 125lb hail stones falling from the sky all around the world. As the prophecy declares, those that are still alive for the few moments 
the global calamities take to snuff their lives out, will be more concerned about seeking shelter in the caves to hide them from the face of the Lamb and He who sits 
on the Throne! No, Franklin Graham, like his father Billy Graham that says Jesus is not needed to gain Heaven, has absolutely no idea as to what the Word of God 
says will happen on that great and dreadful day. The fact he believes people will be taking pictures proves this hands down! Apr 25 11, 13:44:09

Utah Church Offers Free Korans in Easter Gesture
“A Utah church is giving away free copies of the Koran in an Easter season ecumenical riposte to the recent burning of the Islamic holy book by a controversial Florida 
pastor.” – First the Roman Catholic church started to push Islam. Then the Seventh Day Adventist church started doing it. And now this church is doing it? And yes, 
handing out Muslim Bibles is in fact promoting it no matter what the pastor in this article says. Will Islam be used by the churches to help rid the world of the remnant 
people that refuse to bow to Rome and her friends? Do you know of any other religion on earth that beheads people today? Apr 25 11, 13:44:09
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Hindu Extremists in India Beat Pastor Unconscious
“Hindu extremists beat a pastor and evangelist unconscious in front of his sons earlier this month in Madhya Pradesh state.” – Why does the media call people that 
do this “extremists?” It’s because they don’t want the people to think all Hindu’s or even Muslims really want to kill Christians, even though their “holy books” actually 
command them to do just that. So I ask, how is that extremist when it is their religious duty to kill Christians? To call them “extremist” offers society the chance to 
look the other way when Christians are beaten or killed. If they don’t use “extremist” titles, then they will have to admit the religions that kill Christians are in fact evil 
and should be dealt with. But if you try to isolate some that act out on their religious beliefs by calling them “extremists” then you have an effective way to hide the 
truth from prying eyes. Apr 24 11, 10:04:22

Independence Mom Allegedly Stabs Sleeping Son, Blames God
“The grandmother said she and the boy were sleeping in her bed when she awoke to find Ross stabbing the boy with a knife. The boy was holding up his hands and 
arms “in a defensive manner,” according to court records. The grandmother grabbed Ross and told her to stop. But Ross allegedly said: “I’m going to finish it! God 
made me do it!” – Any real Christian knows that nothing evil comes from above. Still, Satan makes people think he is god using everything from “spiritual feelings” to 
actual manifestations right before their eyes. But if the people would only open their Bibles as God instructs and use that Word to see if what they are experiencing 
is from God, they wouldn’t fall for such easy to prove demonic idiocy. Problem is, most people don’t read Bibles anymore just as prophecy predicted long ago. So, 
expect more and more insane acts of cruelty to be blamed on God in the coming days. Apr 24 11, 10:04:22

Croatia Hails Pope’s Upcoming Visit as Boost to Its EU Bid
“Croatia on Wednesday hailed Pope Benedict XVI’s upcoming visit here as a sign of the Vatican’s support to the country’s bid to join the European Union.” – It’s like 
watching a row of dominoes falling one right after the other isn’t it? These are amazing and quite prophetic times we’re living in! Praise the Lord He has chosen us 
to be alive at this time! If you study prophecy as most remnant Christians do, it’s kinda like watching a re-run when you see such things. We already saw all of this 
happening when we read it first in God’s Word. Did you notice this though? Rome is not getting people to join with them by using Jesus as the reason. No, Croatia, 
like all the others are joining because there’s profits to be made. It’s so apparent this is how they do it, yet most miss that even though it’s as plain as the nose on 
their face. Apr 24 11, 10:14:13

The Starchild Project
– A few decades ago when this particular skull was unearthed, scientists back then were actually convinced, (as are many today) that it was the skull of a deformed 
child. However, in recent years it has become the so called evidence that an alien from another planet had relations with a human from our planet to spawn and alien 
/ human hybrid with a huge skull. Yes, it all sounds perfectly idiotic. Most would think something this unbelievable would merely stay in the background or on the 
National Enquirer tabloids along with all the other alien falderal. However, recently, the Vatican has made numerous “positive” remarks regarding this agenda. Now 
it seems the Starchild agenda is in full swing now that Rome has joined the movement. Why would Rome be interested in such a thing? Well, contrary to popular 
belief, Rome is no stranger to this idiocy. Hundreds of years ago they invented the UFO lie for reasons that will benefit them greatly in the coming days. As Scripture 
proves, and history confirms, any time Antichrist can twist biblical facts to their end, history has shown they will jump on it quite boldly. When they decide to drop the 
other shoe in the near future, I’m sure most on the planet will be alerted and Rome will be beaming with political pride smiling from ear to ear as only the father of 
the UFO movement can. So be it. It won’t deceive the elect of the Lord in the slightest, and whether Rome likes it or not, Jesus is still going to put an end to all of 
this trampling upon the Truth. The “smoke rising” from Rome will make that day very vivid in the eyes of billions! (Starchild Project article: http://www.starchildproject.
com/vaticanufo.htm) Apr 21 11, 12:44:43

US Unveils New Terrorism Alerts
“The alerts that are published will be done through the media as well as social networks like Facebook and Twitter.” – In other words, since they already have over 
600 million on social networks like Facebook, why not CONvince the rest they need to get on them so as to be alerted to terrorist threats? Once there, they can easily 
manipulate the people in any way they chose. Literally. Think it’s all a joke and social networks are no threat? Visit http://www.remnantofgod.org/facebook.htm to see 
why Facebook is so popular.  Apr 21 11, 12:44:43

Good Friday crucifi xion reenacted
“Each year on Good Friday in Pampanga, Philippines, 75 kilometers (47 miles) north of Manila, devout Catholics reenact crucifixions to demonstrate their devotion 
to God.” – This is nothing more than a mockery of our Lord’s intense act of love. It also calls Him a liar when He said “it is finished” on that cross. They fake His 
crucifixion with needles, not real nails. They don’t use real whips either. And worst of all, they make mankind to appear just as holy as Christ so as to make His death 
appear just as mediocre as any one else’s death. Salvation was wrought on that day and no man can claim any aspect of that act of Christ in any way shape or form! 
To attempt to do such a think is nothing more than an insult to Jesus Christ our true Lord and Saviour. The Roman Catholic church has been prophesied to be the 
house of Antichrist, and has fulfilled every single prophesy that has ever been uttered regarding Antichrist. So, mockery like this will be the norm for such a church as 
this. Satan hates Christ and all He has done for mankind on that day. Therefore, to belittle it is a graphic fruit of the devil himself. Apr 19 11, 12:53:56

Japan: Nuke crisis under control in 6-9 months
“The operator of the crippled nuclear power plant leaking radiation in northern Japan announced a plan Sunday to bring the crisis under control within six to nine 
months and allow some evacuated residents to return to their homes.” – 6-9 months!? If they were evacuated because of lethal radiation levels, how I ask is it possible 
for it to clear up in as little as 6-9 months? Worse yet, does this mean those reactors will be spewing radiation for 6-9 months? Even if they were to somehow stop 
the problem today, what already leaked out should sufficiently kill off billions of fish, birds and wildlife. Not to mention trillions of insects that are vital to this planet’s 
optimal survival. As prophesied, Jesus said He would return to destroy those that seek to kill the planet and never before in the history of mankind have we seen 
this possible, until now. Apr 18 11, 13:36:27 

Carcinogens Injected into Wells
“Millions of gallons of potentially hazardous chemicals and known carcinogens were injected into wells by leading oil and gas service companies from 2005-2009.. 
...The chemicals are injected during hydraulic fracturing, a process used in combination with horizontal drilling to allow access to natural gas reserves previously 
considered uneconomical.” – I guess it’s not bad enough that the BP oil spill, the Corexit toxins sprayed in the Gulf, and the nuclear waste being pumped into the 
ocean by Fukishima every day for the last month isn’t good enough for some. We now have to have our well water contaminated at the source! Prophecy does predict 
many diseases for our day and our political leaders have proven themselves to be the very tools Satan uses to get that prophecy fulfilled! And by the way, just so you 
know, fracturing also causes earthquakes. Apr 17 11, 12:25:03

Facebook Looks to Cash in on User Data
“Now the Palo Alto company is looking to cash in on this mother lode of personal information by helping advertisers pinpoint exactly whom they want to reach. This 
is no idle boast. Facebook doesn’t have to guess who its users are or what they like. Facebook knows, because members volunteer this information freely and 
frequently in their profiles, status updates, wall posts, messages and likes.” – Think about that. If advertisers know all they need to know so as to target you effectively, 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3



Recently we have begun to convert many of my manuscripts from the main web 
site (RemnantofGod.org) into booklet format. These booklets will serve as one 
more tool to bless those trapped in darkness. Our tracts are also available 

in printed format as always. If you are interested in receiving any of this 
material, please detach this form along with a donation of any amount (to 
help cover the cost of printing and shipping), and mail to: Presents of God 
Ministry, P.O. Box 522, Fowler, Indiana 47944. Or use the self addressed 
envelope enclosed. We will joyfully send out your requested materials. 

Please choose from the list of available Booklets and Tracts on the 
reverse of this form.
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and seeing how Facebook has already agreed to hand over all your private info if the government asked for it, how hard would it be to track you down if you’re a 
Christian that refuses the mark of the beast? Are you on Facebook? If so, visit http://www.remnantofgod.org/facebook.htm. Apr 17 11, 12:25:04

Catholic Colleges Have Ties to Planned Parenthood
“The Catholic Church may be officially opposed to abortion and contraception, but a report by a Catholic education watchdog group contends that it has found more 
than 150 instances of links between U.S. Catholic colleges and universities and Planned Parenthood, the nation’s leading family planning organization and the largest 
provider of abortion-related services.” – Now do you see why it’s so hard for the Senate to de-fund Planned Parenthood? The political beast of Rome has a heavy 
interest in it. This bloodthirsty Antichrist must kill and it will do all it can to continue killing. Especially if it can make it “legal” to kill. Their experience in such things is 
what will bring out the death penalty upon the Gideon band that refuses to bow to their mark. That will be their final eternal mistake. Apr 15 11, 13:24:50

UN Document Would Give ‘Mother Earth’ Same Rights as Humans
“That document speaks of the country’s natural resources as “blessings,” and grants the Earth a series of specific rights that include rights to life, water and clean air; 
the right to repair livelihoods affected by human activities; and the right to be free from pollution.” – Protecting that which God has given us is all well and good. Even 
Adam and Eve knew the importance of keeping up the garden. But when the evil men in the U.N. do so they always have an ulterior motive. This will no doubt lead 
to worshipping the creature more than the Creator just as prophecy predicts. In fact, there are many Pagans already doing that today. Apr 15 11, 13:24:50

Europeans Warned of High Radiation Levels in Food
“The radiation risk from Fukushima is “no longer negligable,” says CRIIRAD, the French research authority on radioactivity. It is now warning expectant mothers and 
young children to avoid drinking milk or rainwater. They should also avoid certain types of vegetables and cheese due to the dangerously high levels of radiation they 
may contain thanks to the radioactive fallout spreading across the globe.” – Need I say more? Apr 14 11, 14:19:39

Catholics Quit Church in Droves Last Year
“The number of Catholics quitting the church jumped 40 percent last year to 180,000 in the wake of persistent child sex abuse scandals, a media report said Thurs-
day.” – Now some will think this is a problem for Rome and good for Christ. However, keep in mind, they started the One World Church back in 2000 so as to assure 
each and every church on that charter agree with Roman dogma, as well as accept the Pope as their leader. This includes the SDA church. For those that feel I just 
lied regarding the SDA church joining the Vatican’s global church, visit www.sdaapostasy.org/SDAWCC.htm for the well documented proof most SDA pastors either 
refuse to share, or blatantly lie about. Why do I expose the RCC and SDA simultaneously so often? Read Revelation 18:1-5. It’s my duty! Apr 13 11, 12:46:54

Shocking! Muslims Rape, Burn Christians Alive
“Radical Muslims in Africa’s Ivory Coast are perpetrating a massacre on Christians while the Obama administration stands by and does nothing, Jerome Corsi’s Red 
Alert reports. Now, Ivory Coast President-elect Alassane Ouattara’s largely Muslim forces have kept Christian Laurent Gbagbo, the current president, in his Abidjan 
residence under siege. ...Reports from the Ivory Coast published by the London Evening Standard indicated that more than 200 bodies, some of them burned alive, 
have been found in the country.” – They did eventually arrest him. I have the pictures of these burned Christians, but it’s far too graphic to post. And to think, some 
SDA pastors, like Dwight Nelson of the Pioneer Memorial SDA church located at Andrews University campus in Berrien Springs, Michigan are proclaiming Allah is the 
same God of the Christian!? (I am presently working on a video on this pastor and a sermon he did on 3ABN about this. It should be done soon and will be posted 
at http://www.john1429.org/ROG/). This is of course not to mention SDA author Steven Dickie who wrote a book promoting Islam as a friend to the SDA people. And 
to think, most SDA’s still can’t see the SDA church has been taken by Rome? Perhaps if they read Sister White’s writings a little closer they would have caught she 
predicted it long ago. Apr 12 11, 13:13:48

For more news and information, Visit us online at:  www.remnantofgod.org

The Loud Cry
As far back as November of 1998 prayer was offered up to the Lord asking Him to send faithful people to help spread the Present Truth 
message of this ministry on the street. Without asking a single soul to help us, the Lord sent literally hundreds in answer to this prayer. There 
are now over 600 remnant Christians that have emailed me to tell me they are doing their part in spreading the Loud Cry. Some are printing 
the poGm tracts to hand out and some are printing pages or Newsletters from the website to hand out. Some are making CD’s of the radio 
broadcasts and sermons to hand out, and some are making copies of the videos on DVD to pass out. Some hand out a few a day, other pass 
out hundreds a week, and some actually have tens of thousands duplicated to distribute to others that will hand them out. 

This is direct answer to another prayer wherein I know the Presents of God website (www.remnantofgod.org) will eventually be pulled offl ine 
sometime soon as this message we preach will become illegal as prophesied. Thanks to the Lord answering prayer, the Truth presented here 
will go forward all around the world thanks to the faithfulness of Gods people who have a zeal to do that which makes our Father smile. What 
can YOU do to help us proclaim the LOUD cry? Contact us if you can help in any way shape or form!. As God’s remnant people will proclaim 
this Loud Cry!

God Bless, Pastor Nicholas



                  Better Than Chicken Salad . . . Make this ahead of time for Sabbath day!  

 • 2 15-oz cans chickpeas, drained, rinced
  and mashed.

 • 1/2 cup eggless mayonnaise

 • 2 carrots, peeled and fi nely chopped

 • 2 celery stalks, fi nely chopped

 • 1/2 pickle, fi nely chopped

 • 1/4 cup red onion, fi nely chopped

 • 2 Tbls fresh parsley, fi nely chopped

 • 1 cup walnuts, chopped

 • 1 Tbl Dijon mustard

 • Salft and pepper to taste

Order and Donation Form

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Total Donation Amount

Please send me a copy of the item(s) checked below:

 Booklets: Characteristics of Antichrist       People, Get Ready!       False Prophecies       Mark of the Beast      
  Prophetic Symbols        The Attack on the Bible “Bogus Bibles”

Tracts: The Antichrist       Mark of the Beast       Is Sunday the Christian Sabbath?       Sabbath Justifi ed

Thank you for your generous support!  Please make donation payable to: Presents of God ministry

For Your Health Recipe

Presents of God Ministry Weekly Conference Schedule

Monday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Wednesday @ 7:00pm CT (1:00am GMT)
Bible & SOP study. (Only in poGm Conference)

Friday @ 8:00pm CT (2:00am GMT)
Bible and SOP study.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 11:00am CT (5:00pm GMT)
Children’s Sabbath School.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference) 

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 12:00pm CT (6:00pm GMT)
Study and worship.
(Simulcast LIVE on WTPR radio & Teleconference)

Sabbath (Saturday) @ 4:00pm CT (10:00pm GMT)
Family study and worship. (Only in poGm Conference)

Please join us every Sabbath, LIVE

poGm Conference Room:poGm Conference Room:
www.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.phpwww.remnantofgod.net/pogm-conf.php

Teleconference:Teleconference:
Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 Dial-in Number:  1-(712) 432-1620 

Access Code:  289649#Access Code:  289649#
After you dial the number you will be asked to enter After you dial the number you will be asked to enter 

the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately the access code. Enter it and you will be immediately 
logged on. There is no charge for this servicelogged on. There is no charge for this service

WTRP Radio (Internet):WTRP Radio (Internet):
www.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htmwww.remnantofgod.org/wtpr.htm

Mash chickpeas in bowl, then add the remaining 
ingredients. Mix well. Season with salt and 
pepper, to taste.

Spread on bread for a refreshing sandwitch, or 
place a scoop on top of a bed of salad greens.

Makes 4 to 6 servings.
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